
Friday afternoon Jerry calls and says he thinks his “filling is loose” … 
Prior to that day neither he, nor his dentist had any clue there was even a problem 

  

It was Friday afternoon before the long holiday weekend. We answered an emergency call from a new 

patient, Jerry. He tried but couldn’t reach his dentist.  Jerry said he had a “loose filling.” We told him to 

come right down. The filling he thought was “loose” looked fine.  But when I touched the tooth, it was 

clear that he was in for a shock.  The filling was still in place, but Jerry’s tooth had split right in half…  

All the way up through the roots and into the bone!   

 

Just like a tree stump that you’d take an axe to… the silver filling had expanded and contracted over the 

years, a few more times than the tooth could bear.  Just like a wedge in a tree stump the old mercury 

silver filling had split the tooth right clean up through the middle! Once I removed the filling, I saw 

what you see in the photos below.  I explained to Jerry that 

 

1) It’s COMMON to find problems like this under old Mercury Silver fillings.  Decay, hairline stress 

fractures, and even wide-open fractures like this one… which had NO symptoms, can’t be seen on 

x-rays, or even our close up intraoral camera… and just plain seem fine… until it’s FAR too late! 

 

2) We could try to “fix” it… but at this point (AFTER the tooth has split) it would cost him CLOSE 

TO FOUR-THOUSAND dollars, COUNTLESS procedures (build-up, stabilize the tooth, root 

canal, post, crown, and possible gum and bone surgery)… he’d be seeing 3 docs, for at least 4 to 6 

visits… and we could give him ZERO guarantee, as it was already considered a hopeless tooth.  

His choice was to attempt to save it, with the understanding that he could lose it anyway… in a 

day, or week, or anytime… due to 

the severe damage the tooth had 

already suffered… or give up now 

and extract the tooth. 

 

 

 

 

A metal clamp was the only 

way we could hold the two 

halves of the tooth together 

while removing the Mercury 

Silver Filling. 

After removing the last remnants 

of the failed Mercury Silver 

Filling, you could see where 

decay (a new cavity deep under 

the old filling) had eaten so deep 

it exposed the nerve. 


